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A procession (French procession via Middle English, derived 
from Latin, processio, from procedere, to go forth, advance, 
proceed) is an organized body of people walking in a formal or 
ceremonial manner. A funeral procession, illustrated in a 
manuscript of the Hours of the Virgin. Fifteenth century.

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Procession
Procession - Wikipedia

Procession - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Procession
A procession (French procession via Middle English, derived from Latin, processio, from
procedere, to go forth, advance, proceed) is an organized body of people walking in a
formal or ceremonial manner.
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Procession - definition of procession by The Free
Dictionary
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/procession
It denoted the advance of the procession of magistrates and citizens on its way towards
the meeting-house: where, in compliance with a custom thus early established, and ever
since observed, the Reverend Mr.
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Procession | Definition of Procession by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/procession
After the funeral, a procession will lead mourners from the church in Joppa to the burial
site in Timonium. â€” Fox News, "The Latest: Slain Maryland police officer laid to rest,"
26 May 2018 The same type of carriages are used â€¦

procession Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/procession
Huge crowds followed the funeral procession in a public demonstration of grief. The
Queen's carriage headed the procession. Thousands of people lined the streets to watch
the presidential procession pass by.

Procession | religion | Britannica.com
https://www.britannica.com/topic/procession
Procession: Procession,, in Christianity, organized body of people advancing in formal
or ceremonial manner as an element of Christian ritual â€¦

Procession | Define Procession at Dictionary.com
www.dictionary.com/browse/procession
Procession definition, the act of moving along or proceeding in orderly succession or in a
formal and ceremonious manner, as a line of people, animals, vehicles, etc.

Procession: The Art of Norman Lewis | PAFA -
Pennsylvania ...
https://www.pafa.org/normanlewis
"Procession: The Art of Norman Lewis," will be the first comprehensive museum
overview of this influential artist, who explored multiple styles and whose extraordinary
work spanned several decades of the 20th century.

Procession - Official Site
www.procession.org
People celebrating nature in community... The 2019 Procession Celebration: A Kinship
with the Earth Luminary Procession - Friday April 26, 2019 - 9:30 pm

Processional | Definition of Processional by Merriam-
Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/processional
Processional definition is - a book containing material for a procession. How to use
processional in a sentence. a book containing material for a procession; ...

What is prelude, processional, recessional, postlude etc?
collagetrio.com/...is-prelude-processional-recessional-postlude-etc
We often play a piece for family, then change the music and play another piece for
attendants, then a third for the brideâ€™s entrance. Many couples opt for a single piece
for family and attendants, if the processional distance is short and/or there are fewer
than three or four people in each group.

How to Organize a Wedding Procession - dummies
www.dummies.com/.../weddings/how-to-organize-a-wedding-procession

1. The officiant, groom and best man take their places to the right of the altar, usually â€¦

2. Bridesmaids enter through the back of the ceremony site, either alone or with the â€¦

3. The maid or matron of honor is the last of the brideâ€™s attendants to walk down the 
â€¦

4. The ring bearer walks in next.
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